Viasat Maritime Internet Solution
High-performing internet you expect on land. Now at sea.

**Unmatched internet experience on the world's highest capacity satellite networks.** No other provider offers enhanced maritime connectivity like Viasat. Our game-changing technology delivers unparalleled bandwidth and no speed limits for superior internet experiences that allows guests and crew to stream, browse and watch movies just as they would at home or in the office.

Viasat knows that staying connected at sea is crucial to business connectivity. We’ve removed speed limits on all our Ka-band service plans so your business can be more productive, informed and available. Go ahead email, stream, browse, video conference and more without speed limits.

Viasat Maritime Internet Solution offers high-speed connectivity while at sea for a wide range of vessels including leisure, cruise, energy and more. Selecting the right system is as easy as one, two, and three.

1. **Choose antenna**
   
   Together with Viasat’s game-changing network and Cobham SAILOR antennas we are bringing high-speed internet to the seas

   **SAILOR 600 VIASAT Ka-BAND**
   › Ideal for midsize vessels
   › 65 cm size

   **SAILOR 900 VIASAT Ka-BAND**
   › Ideal for large vessels
   › 103 cm size

2. **Choose Viasat Marine Access System**
   
   Offers an on-board network management solution with two options depending on the complexity of your network

   **MARINE ACCESS SYSTEM 500**
   › Ideal for home office-like network environment.

3. **Choose service plan**
   
   Together with Viasat’s game-changing network and Cobham SAILOR antennas we are bringing high-speed internet to the seas

   › Service plans for all maritime segments
   › include no speed limits on all plans
   › An at-home internet experience at sea on all plans

   **MARINE ACCESS SYSTEM 1000**
   › Ideal for enterprise grade network
Viasat Maritime Internet Solution

Viasat Marine Access System offers an on-board network management solution to enable high-speed internet and is purpose built for maritime. Marine Access System offers flexibility to deploy simple to complex networks for a wide range of vessel types. It seamlessly aggregates multiple connections, provides cybersecurity, and determines priority access to those on-board. Viasat offers two options, Marine Access System 500 and Marine Access System 1000 to meet your network management needs.

Marine Access System 500
Viasat Marine Access System 500 is best suited for yachts and vessels that require a home-office network on-board. Marine Access System 500 provides connectivity in order to browse, stream, conference, and access business applications such as VPN. The Marine Access System 500 enables devices and applications from phone to tablets to work like they do on land or at home.

› Connect, stream, browse, watch TV and movies while at sea
› Supports a six Ethernet port switch
› Integrated single wireless access point 802.11
› Supports multiple wireless virtual networks
› Enables Multilink bonding and aggregation
› Provides an on-board network management system

Marine Access System 1000
Viasat Marine Access System 1000 is an enterprise-grade network management system offering the latest technology of scalable firewall tools to provide security for on-board and remote management and monitoring.

› 24 Ethernet port switch with managed layer 2 and layer 3 networking
› Managed Wi-Fi Access Point solution
› Multilink bonding and aggregation with cellular and Ka/Ku backhauls
› Traffic management with service shaping
› Supports advanced virtual networks and expandable network architecture
› Managed Wi-Fi hotspot infrastructure featuring the latest 802.11ax technologies
› Captive portal user experience and payment processing
› Built-in cybersecurity to protect users, devices and applications
› Out of band management via L-band

Marine Access System 1000 offers the hooks to integrate your onboard systems and ability to monitor a robust enterprise network management system. Marine Access System 1000 delivers a network that enables high-performing internet experience for all passengers, employees, and crew, apps and devices. Allows for applications such as cameras, remotely operated vehicles, engine and fuel management systems to be connected.

Superior maritime internet experience
Viasat brings you powerful and high-performing internet service without speed limits on both Marine Access System 500 and Marine Access System 1000 for an unrivaled connectivity experience at sea. Do more with no speed limits. Typical speeds range from 25 Mbps to 50 Mbps. Our powerful, high-capacity satellite network means more speed, data and performance while at sea.
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